
Download your data    
Add/Editing records

manually 

Click this icon if you want to download 
your data before final submission. This 
allows you to keep a copy of your excel 
uploaded or manually entered cycles. 
Final submission occurs when you click 
"Confirm data". 

Click this icon to enter each cycle, 
according to procedure, conveniently and 
quickly or to make changes to an existing 
cycles, for example to correct an error 
message. Cycles will be saved to your 
Registry home site. The number of entered 
cycles are shown in the summary section 
“i Summary”. 
Your data will only be submitted to the 
central Registry once you select "Confirm 
Data".

iSummary Upload excel file

By clicking on this icon, the number of cycles
that you uploaded or entered manually are 
reflected, stratified by procedure. This 
overview also displays the number of cycles 
that contain data errors. Once you make a 
final submission  (after correcting all errors) 
via “Confirm Data”, the number of cycles will 
turn to “0”. 

Click this icon if you want to upload your 
excel data files to your Registry home site.
Note: For each procedure (Fresh, FET, FTO, 
OP, FP, IIU) you must upload the procedure-
specific ANARA Excel Masterfile in which 
you entered your cycle-based data. The 
ANARA Excel Master Files can be obtained 
and downloaded under “More Actions”. The 
number of uploaded cycles are shown in the 
summary section “i Summary”.

 Contact Info  Statistics 

Click this icon if you want to change
your contact information and your 

login and password.

By clicking on the icon “See my data” you

can access your own centre data, your 

country’s data and the All-Africa data in 

interactive graphs and tables. Make sure 

you look at this section regularly!

 Confirm Data 

Once you have entered all your cycles including deliveries for a reporting period (usually 
one calendar year with babies born in the subsequent year), you must finally submit your 

data by selecting “Confirm data”. The “Confirm Data” tab will only appear once all errors 

have been corrected. Once you “Confirm Data”, your data are sent from your Registry 

home page to the central Registry. “Confirmed data” are accessible to you in the section 

“Statistics” but are no longer reflected in the section “i Summary” and can no longer be 

edited. 

More Actions 

Here you can download the ANARA Excel Master Files for each procedure. These files are pre- validated 

to reduce the possibility of data errors. Only ANARA Excel Master Files can be uploaded to the 

Registry.  

In this section you can also delete all cycles in a given procedure that you do not wish to keep and do 

not wish to submit to the central Registry. BE CAREFUL before you activate this action! This action 

may be useful if for example you have done a preliminary data upload but now want to delete these 

preliminary data before uploading a final data set. 

For more information email:  info@ anara-africa.com 

Remember to 
make a copy of 
your data 
before 
submitting
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